How to reorder content

There are several different reasons why one may need to reorder content. For example, if one would like to switch two sidebar elements with each other or possibly switch pieces of body content. One important thing to always keep in mind is that your body content MUST ALWAYS come first before any other elements such as sidebars. This will maintain the integrity of the css/styling on the page.

1) Go to the full client by clicking the red banner in the top left corner

2) Navigate to the page that you wish to reorder content, hover over the yellow arrow, and select “Modify Content”
3) To reorder content, simply use the move arrows highlighted in red. The two middle buttons will move the piece of content either up or down one. The two buttons on the outside will move the piece of content all the way to the button or the top. When you're done reordering, simply push the save changes button highlighted in red.